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SUMMARY
The recent advent of CRISPR and other molecular tools enabled the reconstruction of cell lineages based on
inducedDNAmutations andpromises to solve the ones ofmore complex organisms. To date, no lineage recon-
struction algorithms havebeen rigorously examined for their performance and robustness across dataset types
and number of cells. To benchmark such methods, we decided to organize a DREAM challenge using in vitro
experimental intMEMOIR recordings and in silico data for a C. elegans lineage tree of about 1,000 cells and a
Musmusculus tree of 10,000 cells. Someof the 22 approaches submitted had excellent performance, but struc-
tural features of the trees prevented optimal reconstructions. Using smaller sub-trees as training sets proved to
be a good approach for tuning algorithms to reconstruct larger trees. The simulation and reconstruction
methods here generated delineate a potential way forward for solving larger cell lineage trees such as inmouse.
INTRODUCTION

Lineage inference for understanding development
A fundamental challenge in biology is the reconstruction of the

developmental histories of cells as they divide and progress
810 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s
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through differentiation into different cell types. Indeed, multicel-

lular organisms can be composed of billions or trillions of cells

that derive from a single cell through repeated rounds of cell di-

vision. Knowing the lineage relationships between the cells of a

fully developed organism—its cell lineage—would provide a
). Published by Elsevier Inc.
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framework to understand when, where, and how cell fate deci-

sions are made. Further, it can also be useful to understand

the progression of disease such as in tumor subclonal recon-

struction (Salcedo et al., 2020) or the development of an organ

such as the brain (Evrony et al., 2015; Lodato et al., 2015). Histor-

ically, lineages of individual cells have only been fully recon-

structed by their direct observation through microscopy as for

the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Sulston and Horvitz,

1977). This direct observation approach is however not possible

for most animals as the cells are not visible (Livet et al., 2007). In

the 1980s new methods allowed marking all the descendants of

a single cell by the injection of a dye or the expression of amarker

gene. Since then, many new methods have been devised to

improve cell lineage tracking, including inducible recombinases

(Kretzschmar and Watt, 2012), fluorescent or genetic reporters

(Kebschull and Zador, 2018; Weissman and Pan, 2015), or a

combination of both (Garcia-Marques et al., 2020). However,

these approaches come at the cost of resolution, meaning that

lineage relationships of individual cells are not fully recovered.

Recent advances in sequencing technologies have enabled a

variety of RNA-basedmethods to infer differentiation trajectories

in multiple organisms and cell types by ordering the changes in

single-cell gene expression along a pseudo-time axis represent-

ing the progression through differentiation (Wagner and Klein,

2020). However, these methods focus on the expression profiles

of cells but do not have access to their genealogical relation-

ships. In this regard, somatic mutations accumulated during

normal development have been used to reconstruct genetic lin-

eages (Behjati et al., 2014; Frumkin et al., 2005) and for example

trace mosaicism in the brain (Evrony et al., 2015; Lodato et al.,

2015). Deep sequencing of cDNA from T cell receptors has

also been used to establish clonal development of T cells (Becat-

tini et al., 2015). Cell lineage inference has also been done using

copy-number variations, structural markers such as SNVs, in-

dels, retrotransposon elements, microsatellite repeats, as well

as epigenetic markers such as DNAmethylation (Kester and Ou-

denaarden, 2018).

New lineage recording technologies
Recently, the advent of CRISPR-based molecular tools have

produced a new generation of lineage reconstruction ap-

proaches inspired by principles of phylogenetic inference using

naturally occurring DNA mutations. The DNA-editing technolo-

gies have been applied to introducemutations in the genetic ma-

terial of cells such that a registry of their genetic relationships is

recorded and available for readout by sequencing (Alemany

et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2019; McKenna et al., 2016; Perli

et al., 2016; Spanjaard et al., 2018). Indeed, the inserted syn-

thetic construct can accumulate stochastic mutations upon in-

duction of CRISPR-Cas9 activity as cells differentiate during

development with the goal of resolving cellular lineages of com-

plex model organisms (McKenna et al., 2016; Wagner and Klein,

2020). Different versions of CRISPR-based methods such as

scGESTALT, LINNAEUS and ScarTrace techniques have been

successfully used to investigate cellular lineages in various ani-

mal models (Alemany et al., 2018; McKenna and Gagnon,

2019; Raj et al., 2018; Spanjaard et al., 2017). At the same

time, other types of lineage recording techniques have been

applied to allow readout by in situ imaging that enables lineage
analysis through the maintenance of the spatial information

(Chow et al., 2021; McKenna and Gagnon, 2019). Some of these

approaches have applied phylogenetic reconstruction algo-

rithms to infer the cell lineage, while others developed ad hoc

cell lineage reconstruction algorithms, but this explosion of line-

age tracing technologies has increased the urgency for new

reconstruction methods (Salvador-Martı́nez et al., 2019).

In principle, as in phylogenetic tree reconstruction (Frieda

et al., 2017; McKenna et al., 2016), the recorded mutations

should encode enough information enabling inference of the

likely tree structures that could represent the actual lineage rela-

tionships. However, there are significant challenges for tree

inference when applying standard phylogenetic methods to line-

age recordings. The main limitations include noise from the

experimental readout, restrictions in the total available ‘‘DNA

memory’’ for recording, and the random convergence of iden-

tical edit patterns in non-related cells, or homoplasy (Salvador-

Martı́nez et al., 2019). It also remains unclear whether ma-

chine-learning algorithms that go beyond classical phylogenetic

methods, such as neighbor joining or maximum parsimony,

could consistently reconstruct cell lineages with higher accu-

racy. While phylogenetic methods typically analyze a relatively

small number of species and many more DNA sites, genes, or

even whole genomes (McKenna and Gagnon, 2019), CRISPR-

based lineage recording aims to capture hundreds to thousands

of cells with the compromise of limited numbers of editable sites.

Additional limitations include variability inmutation rates for each

site, large nucleotide deletions resulting in sequence dropouts,

and single deletions that can erase previous mutations or ablate

multiple targets. Although maximum parsimony-based methods

have shown initial success when applied to lineage tracing

(McKenna and Gagnon, 2019; McKenna et al., 2016; Price

et al., 2010), the key differences discussed above make it chal-

lenging to directly apply phylogenetic methods to lineage tracing

data.

After having performed lineage tree inference one would

ideally like to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy, however

for most of these technologies the ground truth is inaccessible,

meaning that we do not know the actual lineage relationships.

Indeed, with rare exceptions (Sugino et al., 2019), to date no line-

age reconstruction approach has been rigorously examined for

its performance/robustness across diverse molecular tools,

DNA-based recording methods, datasets, number of cells, to-

pology of lineage trees and diverse metrics used for evaluation.

Given the lack of benchmarking, there is still no agreement

regarding the best practices for inferring cellular lineages from

the recording datasets generated with these recently developed

molecular tools.

The DREAM initiative
To catalyze the development of newmethods to perform lineage

reconstruction, we organized the Allen institute lineage recon-

struction DREAM challenge, which ran from October 2019

through February 2020. DREAM (Dialogue for Reverse Engineer-

ing and Methods) challenges are a platform for crowdsourcing

collaborative competitions where a rigorous evaluation of each

submitted solution allows for objective comparison and assess-

ment of their performance (Saez-Rodriguez et al., 2016). The

value of DREAM resides not only in the acceleration of research
Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021 811
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through the participation of many teams while solving a common

problem, but just as importantly, in the diversity of approaches

used and the quality and reproducibility of each provided solu-

tion to problems in emerging areas of biology. The aggregation

of the individual solutions, i.e., the different approaches and in-

sights to a common problem, namely the ‘‘wisdom of the

crowds,’’ leads to a generally superior performance than any in-

dividual solution, fromwhere collective insights can be garnered.

The DREAM challenge for lineage reconstruction
The lineage reconstruction DREAM challenge aimed to provide a

new perspective on lineage inference by enabling participants

from diverse fields to submit their reconstruction of trees for

which the ground truth, i.e., the actual lineage, existed but was

not provided. It consisted of three challenges with lineages of

increasing numbers of cells. The first challenge leveraged a

then unpublished experimental dataset of 106 trees recorded

with intMEMOIR in mouse embryonic stem cell colonies of less

than 100 cells (Chow et al., 2021). This technique was chosen

as it has the key advantage of readout by imaging that can be

coupled with a time-lapse movie of the cells as they divide to

provide a ground-truth lineage tree (Figure 1A). In the second

challenge participants had to reconstruct an in silico tree of

1,000 cells, whose topology was derived from the Caenorhabdi-

tis elegans developmental cell lineage tree by removing a few

clades in order to mask its identity to the participants. A general

framework for simulation of CRISPR-based lineage recording

(Figure 1B) (Salvador-Martı́nez et al., 2019) was used to simulate

mutations in a recording array on top of the resulting topology

(see Figure 1C). In the third challenge, participants had to infer

the lineage of cells in a simulated tree of�10,000 cells (Figure 1D)

representing 11 different cell types after 1 year of M. musculus

development (Figure 1E). Simulating such a large tree was

made possible by applying the environment-dependent sto-

chastic tree grammars (eSTGt), a programing and simulation

environment for population dynamics (Spiro and Shapiro,

2016) adapted to simulate cell lineages (see STAR Methods).

While the size of the actual simulated tree is estimated to be

about 1012 or a trillion cells, the final sub-sampled lineage stored

information for only 10,000 cells (see Figure S1).

Experimental in vitro dataset
intMEMOIR is a synthetic image-readable lineage recording sys-

tem that has been recently developed and tested in mouse em-

bryonic stem cells and the brain of Drosophila melanogaster

(Chow et al., 2021). This technology builds upon a previously

developed recording system named MEMOIR (memory by engi-

neered mutagenesis with optical in situ readout) (Frieda et al.,

2017). In its current implementation, intMEMOIR consists of a

multi-state memory DNA array that can be edited irreversibly

by serine integrases and integrated at defined genomic sites.

While MEMOIR’s design enabled 2 different states for each

recording unit in the memory array, intMEMOIR enables 3

different states. Upon induction by doxycycline, the serine inte-

grase Bxb1 can bind to the editable character array elements or

bar codes, and by DNA-recombination mutate the recording

element ground state (represented as ‘‘1’’) into either two

possible states, a deletion (represented as ‘‘0’’) or an inversion

(represented as ‘‘2’’) of the DNA sequence. The recording pro-
812 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021
cess is fully stochastic and happens irreversibly at a constant

rate, as any element in the array can be edited at any moment.

On mouse embryonic stem cells, Chow et al. showed that line-

age information can be recorded irreversibly and stored in the in-

tMEMOIR array, while also readout using microscopy. From the

recorded data, the lineage history can then be inferred

(Figure 1A).

In the experiment, the growth of 106 cell colonies was traced,

each one started from an individual cell carrying an unedited 10-

character array. Recording was induced for the first 36 h of

growth (approximately 3 cell divisions), and cells were then al-

lowed to grow with no further recording for an additional 24 h.

At this point the arrays for each cell in the colony were readout

using single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (smFISH).

For each colony, the ground-truth lineage was obtained from

time-lapse movies. As cells grow at different speeds and some

of them die, the resulting colonies had a distribution of sizes,

from 4 to 39 cells (see Table S1).

Simulated in silico datasets
To complement the challenge datasets, data from simulated

recording arrays, with respectively 200 Cas9 targets in each

cell for C. elegans and 1,000 targets for M. musculus, were

generated. Inspired by the GESTALT technique (McKenna

et al., 2016), in the simulations, every cell is represented as a vec-

tor of 200 (or 1,000) characters, each character representing one

Cas9 target. The simulations started with one cell, the fertilized

egg, and all its targets in an unmutated ground state represented

with ‘‘0’’ (see Figure 1C) had the possibility to change to either of

30 different mutational outcomes stochastically as cells divide

(see Box 1). The initial cell then undergoes a series of cell divi-

sions growing into a population of �1,000 cells for C. elegans

and about a trillion cells from which �10,000 cells are preserved

forM. musculus (see STAR Methods). The recording array accu-

mulates independent and irreversible CRISPR-induced muta-

tions with a constant probability per time unit, inherited in subse-

quent cell divisions (see Box 1).

When a Cas9-induced mutation occurs, the double strand of

DNA is broken, which is eventually repaired by the cell. However,

in cases where two or more relatively close double strands break

before the cell repair machinery can act, the DNA between these

breaks can be lost and such events are called an ‘‘inter-target

deletions.’’ To make these simulations more realistic, we

included inter-target deletions affecting 5%–10% of the muta-

tion events (see STAR Methods and Box 1). We also introduced

different probabilities for the different mutational outcomes, in

agreement with experimental evidence (McKenna and Gagnon,

2019). Additionally, for the M. musculus simulations we imple-

mented a 20% data acquisition dropout to reflect the fact that

the data acquisition from single cells is rarely perfect (Qiu,

2020) (see Box 1). In summary, we introduced experimental pa-

rameters where possible in the simulation in order to approxi-

mate realistic recording assays.

Training data
As the goal of these challenges was not only to benchmark cell

lineage reconstruction algorithms but also to mobilize a larger

community for evaluating new optimal tree-building methods,

we provided training data for each challenge. In the in vitro
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Figure 1. Three challenges for lineage recon-

struction from experimental and in silico

generated character arrays

(A) Challenge consisting of reconstructing in vitro

growing cell lineages. The lineage tracing in-

tMEMOIR system consists of a character array of

editable DNA elements—or bar codes—and the in-

tegrase enzyme Bxb1. A mouse stem cell line was

engineered with both components. A recording

event happens when the integrase stochastically

edits one of the 10 elements in the array, resulting in

two possible outcomes, deletion and inversion (blue

and red squares). As cells divide, each individual

daughter cell acquires unique edit patterns (right

panel). Finally, in situ readouts by smFISH enables

the extraction of recorded data for individual cells.

Since the whole experiment is done under a micro-

scope, a ground-truth lineage tree is also generated

which we use as our ground truth.

(B) Diagram showing the simulations performed to

generate the character arrays for the two in silico

datasets, an initial cell with Nmultiple targets (200 or

1,000 for the C. elegans or M. musculus challenge,

respectively) accumulates one of the 30 indepen-

dent mutations with a given probability, which are

inherited in subsequent cell divisions. The pattern of

mutations accumulated in each cell is used to infer

the lineage tree.

(C) In silico challenge consisting of reconstructing

the �1,000 cells C. elegans cell lineage from the

simulated cell character arrays. For visualization

purposes the ground-truth cell lineage shows only

the first 9 cell divisions.

(D) Challenge consisting of reconstructing �10,000

cells from a simulated M. musculus cell lineage

developmental tree generated using stochastic tree

grammar (STG). The tree simulation describes the

early stages of mouse development up to the three

germ layers (mesoderm, ectoderm, and endoderm

are highlighted with colors in the equations and re-

sulting tree), those in turn continue to differentiate to

the final populations of about 1,012 cells and 11 cell

types simulated in the challenge.

(E) Displayed is a simulation example of the ground-

truth tree for a subset of cells from the mesoderm

and ectoderm, highlighted with the respective

colors, throughout 1 year of development. The

edges width and color reflect the hypergeometric

score of its descending leaves.
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challenge, participants were asked to reconstruct the test data-

set consisting of 30 cell colonies using only the intMEMOIR array

readout, as the ground truth for these lineages was not acces-

sible to the participants. As training set, participants were given

array readout data from 76 colonies along with the correspond-

ing ground-truth lineages (Box 1).

For the in silico challenges, the training data included the

ground-truth simulations of 100 lineage trees and their mutated

array states. These trees comprised 100 cells for C. elegans
Cell
and 1,000 cells forM.musculus generated

with the same simulation scheme as for

the whole C. elegans and M. musculus

trees. The rationale was to test whether
training sets composed of smaller trees could still be helpful

to fine-tune algorithms then used to reconstruct larger lineages.

The C. elegans training set tree topology was generated by 100

iterations of pruning and regrafting sub-trees of 100 cells from

the whole animal lineage tree (Box 1), to preserve some of the

initial topology without giving away the origin of the tree. We

indeed verified that the aggregation of the 100 trees given for

training showed no direct similarity to the 1,000 cells

C. elegans tree. The M. musculus training set was obtained
Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021 813



Box 1. Training set

One of the main goals of this challenge was to provide participants with a training set composed of several trees, their cell’s char-

acter arrays and the gold standard tree solution. This allowed participants to train or optimize their methods.(A) In the in vitro ex-

periments to obtain mouse stem cell lineages, mutations were induced for the first 36 h of growth (approximately 3 cell divisions),

and cells were then allowed to growwith no further changes in the recording arrays for an additional 24 h. For all these cells the final

values (unmodified encoded as 1, inverted encoded as 2, or deleted encoded as 0) of the 10 character arrays were obtained by

smFISH, while cell divisions were tracked by video microscopy (see Table S1). Two partitions were created from the original un-

published dataset containing 106 lineages, which represent sufficient experimental data to extract a training set: the training parti-

tion composed of 76 trees was provided for the teams along with the corresponding ground-truth lineages, for the test partition

composed of 30 trees only the cells character arrays were provided without ground truth. The partitions were defined to have

similar tree size distribution, given that the lineages were composed of a different number of cells depending on the cell division

and survival rates, shown in middle histogram panel. Also, a similar median RF score distribution between the two datasets when

using a maximum-likelihood method described in Chow et al. was used as partition criteria, see box plot on bottom panel. (B) For

the in silico challenges, both character arrays for the training and test sets were simulated in a similar way. The type of Cas9-

induced mutations consisted of 32 characters ‘‘A’’ to ‘‘Z’’ and ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘e’’ and character deletion ‘‘-.’’ The characters represent

DNA targets for Cas9, but no specific relationship with actual DNA sequences was established. The starting character was ‘‘0’’

and the probability of mutating to one of the 30 characters or of being deleted (insertions were not considered) followed in alpha-

betical order the Gamma probability distribution used to sample the mutations, shown in blue, and in red a fit on the histogram of

the actual results. Mutations are irreversible, once a target is mutated, it can no longer change, either to revert to the unmutated

state or to transit to a new state.(C) Inter-target deletions were simulated for both in silico challenges whereC. elegans arrays were

composed of 100 characters andM. musculus of 1,000 characters. When a Cas9-induced mutation occurs, the double strand of

DNA is broken, which is eventually repaired by the cell. However, in cases where 2 or more relatively close double strands break

before the cell repair machinery can act, the DNA between these breaks can be lost this is known as an ‘‘inter-target deletion.’’ We

implemented these so that when two mutations occur in close targets (less than 20 targets apart in the recording array) within a

short interval of time during a given cell division, all the targets between them are removed. In these simulations, 5%–10% of tar-

gets are missing due to inter-target deletions. (D) Acquisition dropout distributions were implemented only for the M. musculus

challenge. In order to capture the variability of the signal quality in both the individual samples and the different sites we modeled

the ‘‘sequencing dropout’’ of single-cell samples by assigning distinct coverage factors for each sample and for each locus. The

density of cell coverage factors P = (pi: I = 1 to M) is the probability of obtaining a signal in each sample or and the density of site

coverage factors Q = (qj: j = 1 to N) as the probability of obtaining a signal in each locus. The probability of obtaining a signal in

sample I and locus j thus equals pi.qj.r. Those are multiplied to get the individual coverage factor of a specific site in a specific

cell, finally deriving the acquisition dropout status as a factor of a global coverage parameter r. (E) We provided 100 training

cell lineage trees of 100 cells for C. elegans and of �1,000 cells for M. musculus. As the C. elegans tree has been experimentally

solved, its topology was used to generate the training set. The M. musculus tree being completely synthetically generated, the

training set was obtained by simply running shorter simulations to obtain �1,000-cells trees instead of the �10,000-cells tree

for the test set.(F) Top: we extracted the C. elegans training set from its tree topology by cutting and pasting subsets of tree

branches. We followed the indicated schematic of cutting and pruning hundred times subsets of the whole tree. Note that only

one prune and regraft event is shown in red in the diagram. From the obtained topology, the mutation arrays were generated

from the Gamma distribution and then 100 cells were sampled. This process was repeated 100 times to obtain a full training

set. Bottom: the boxplots show the performance of each submittedmethod for inferring the lineage trees from 100 training lineages

used in the C. elegans in vitro challenge. The similarity between the inferred trees and the ground-truth trees was measured by

Robinson-Foulds distance left and Triplet distance right. Red stars indicate the score for the C. elegans 1,000 cell tree. The values

for the M. musculus training set were not established due to excessive computational time required.

(Continued on next page)
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using the same eSTG algorithm used for the test dataset but ran

for a shorter time in order to obtain smaller trees of 1,000 cells.

Importantly, the M. musculus challenge also had an intermedi-

ate step where participants could submit solutions to a �6,000

cell tree and obtain their scoring results on a leaderboard in real

time. The leaderboard encouraged participation through

competition and provided a way of testing the scalability of

the approaches. For scoring, the submitted lineage tree

inferences for the test dataset were then compared with their

corresponding ground truth using two different metrics (see

Box 2).
814 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021
RESULTS

Best performing methods
Overall, the challenge was successful in its main goal to attract a

variety of approaches and teams, as twenty-two submissions

were received in total for the three challenges. Figures 2A–2C

show the score rankings by both the Robinson-Foulds (RF)

and triplet distances. For the in vitro challenge, where nine teams

participated, it is clear that the diverse set of approaches

reached a plateau in performance for both metrics, which sug-

gests that participants successfully extracted and used all
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available information in the data (Figures 2A, S2, S3A, and S3B

fitted blue line to themedians).We found that the top three teams

performed equally well even when calculating the Bayes factor

and an additional quartet metric (Figure S2). Interestingly, the

two distance metrics generated different rankings, showing

that while correlated the two metrics are not identical. We noted

that in general teams performed better on the RF distance

compared with the triplet metric (Figures 2A and S3C). This indi-

cates that for trees less than 100 cells, the triplet metric is more

stringent than the whole-tree partitions measured by RF.

Five teams submitted solutions for the C. elegans and three

teams for theM.musculus challenge. In both challenges, the dis-

tance-based DCLEAR method outperformed all other partici-

pants. In general, DCLEAR’s performance in both challenges

and under both metrics was excellent (Figures 2B and 2C) and

although the M. musculus tree was ten times larger, DCLEAR

scored higher compared with the C. elegans tree.

Summary statistics for the in vitro challenge
Given that the in vitro challenge predictions consisted of 30 trees

of different sizes,wewere able to further analyze the results.When

considering only perfectly reconstructed trees, defined by a dis-

tance value of 0, AMbeRland* performed better under triplets

(28 trees across teams Figure 2D, top) than under RF (21 trees Fig-

ure 2D, bottom). This discrepancy indicates that even when all
triplets from a tree are correctly inferred, there might still be incor-

rect clades in the tree asmeasured byRF.We then askedwhether

the different teams performed better depending on the size of the

tree, a main constraint for inference accuracy. Larger trees were

defined as havingmore than 8 leaves/cells and small trees as hav-

ing less or equal to 8 leaves/cells. Irrespective of the tree size, AM-

beRland* also performed better (see Figure 2E). To visualize that

indeed tree size has an overall effect on reconstruction accuracy,

we plotted the accuracy of individual trees in bothmetrics colored

by the number of cells per tree (Figure 2F). Across all trees and

submissions, the two metrics correlation is overall high (r =

0.77), but it becomes clear that larger trees generally have a larger

triplet distance compared with RF. A total of six trees were recon-

structed perfectly by at least one of the teams (Figure S4), and we

noted that these perfect trees consisted of small trees of less than

9 cells. For these small trees, edit patterns can be slightly redun-

dant without affecting accuracy (e.g., tree 1 in Figure S4) indi-

cating that the size of the tree is a dominant factor in reconstruc-

tion accuracy. The largest perfect tree (tree 20, Figure S4)

comprises 9 cells with redundant mutations in two array states

across cells, despite this, the tree can still be perfectly resolved.

More generally, higher redundancy in array states effectively de-

creases the information that can be used for lineage reconstruc-

tion, and we indeed observed high levels of redundancy in several

trees with an average of 65% ± 20% of cell arrays being unique
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Box 2. Scoring approach

We applied two widely used metrics for tree comparison: the Robinson-Foulds distance and the triplets distance. While both met-

rics are applied to assess tree similarities, there is no clear agreement as to which one is more relevant for lineage trees. We

decided to use both metrics as a way of evaluating their correlation and the insight they provide about the lineage relationships.

The Robinson-Foulds distance is commonly defined as the number of partitions shared by a pair of trees across all possible par-

titions. A partition refers to any cut in the internal branches of a tree that would generate two sub-trees containing complementary

leaves. Since the ground truth and the inferred lineage contain in total the same set of leaves, we can define a shared partition if

there is a way to cut both the inferred and ground-truth trees such that the resulting sub-trees share the same sets of leaves. We

obtain the RF distance by normalizing to the maximum possible distance of 1, when there are no shared partitions by the trees

(Robinson and Foulds, 1981). On the other hand, the triplet distance enumerates all possible combinations of three leaves and their

corresponding lineage relationship in both the ground truth and the inferred trees. One then counts the number of shared triplets

and normalizes by the total possible number of triplets to obtain the triplet distance. For both metrics, a distance value of 0 means

that the ground truth and inference trees are identical under the specific criteria while a distance value of 1means that the inference

is comparable to a random guess on the tree structure. Overall, the Robinson-Foulds metric detects main branching events, while

the triplet metric is a better measure of local branching events.

We here present an illustrative example with left the ground truth and right the predicted tree. In this case, the tree has three

possible partitions top right and ten possible triplets bottom left. Since 1 out of three partitions was incorrect the RF distance is

1/3 or 0.66. Similarly, 4 out of 10 triplets were incorrect for a triplet distance of 4/10 or 0.4. Higher distance implies more differences

between the ground truth and the inference and therefore a lower score. As observed in the results of this challenge, the relation-

ship between the two metrics will depend on the tree topology but also on the tree size. Indeed, the number of triplets will size as

the cube of the number of nodes, while the RF partitions will scale linearly with the number of nodes.
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(Table S1). However, tree reconstruction was not affected by this

(Figures S3D and S3E). Considering non-perfect trees, the largest

tree with the highest score was reconstructed by AMbeRland (29

leaves/cells, 55%unique arrays RFdistance = 0.44 and triplet dis-

tance = 0.40, Figure S5). The second largest tree with high score

was reconstructed byCassiopeia (23 leaves/cells, 71%unique ar-

rays, RF = 0.48, triplets = 0.70, Figure S5). In tree 29we noted that

some cells with identical array states were placed correctly in the

reconstruction, this is due to the fact that AMbeRland* and
816 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021
Jasper06decided to leverage the biological restriction that lineage

trees must be binary. Therefore, they imposed a binary structure

evenwhen cells had identical array states, reaching slightly higher

accuracy (Figure S5).

Methods summary
The best performing methods across challenges can be roughly

divided into three groups: (1) distance-based methods such as

the best performers Liu’s method, Guan’s method, and
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Figure 2. Analysis of challenge results

(A) Average performance across 30 lineages of all teams by both triplets and RF metrics for the in vitro challenge.

(B) Average bootstrapped performance of all teams by both triplets and RF metrics for the C. elegans in silico challenge. Error bars represent standard deviation

across the bootstrapped trees where 10% of the leaves were randomly ablated.

(C) Average bootstrapped performance of all teams by both triplets and RFmetrics for the in silicoM.musculus challenge. Error bars represent standard deviation

across the bootstrapped trees where 10% of the leaves were randomly ablated.

(D) Number of perfectly reconstructed lineages for each team in the in vitro challenge.

(E) We partitioned the in vitro challenge test data into large (more than 8 cells) and small (less or equal to 8 cells) trees, to assess performance by tree size.

(F) The scores for the twometrics of all 30 trees for all 9 teams for the in vitro challenge are plotted against each other and color coded depending on the size of the

tree. Deep blue dots, small trees (total cells < 10), gray blue dots ( 10 < total cells < 20), light blue dots (total cells >20). Scores show a general correlation (r = 0.77)

between the two metrics but also significant dispersion especially for larger trees.
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DCLEAR, (2) a machine-learning-based method to predict prob-

abilities of sister cells using a gradient boosting machine AM-

beRland, and (3) a maximum-parsimony-based method Cassio-

peia-integer linear programming (ILP) and Cassiopeia-Greedy.

The distance-based methods reconstruct the lineage trees by

first defining a distance to build amatrix between all pairs of cells

as the distance between mutated characters in two cells’ arrays

should be proportional to the time since they split from a com-

mon ancestor. Therefore, distance matrices are commonly

used in phylogenetic inference and clustering (Jones et al.,

2020) or by hierarchical algorithms that represent the distance

matrix as a tree such as in neighbor joining (NJ) (Saitou and

Nei, 1987). Conversely, the machine-learning approach learns

from the training set the importance of features/mutations to pre-
dict whether two cells are sisters. Cassiopeia’s maximum parsi-

mony method reconstructed trees by minimizing the total num-

ber of steps required to explain a given configuration of the

leaves. Distance-based methods combined with hierarchical

clustering overall performed well with the additional advantage

of being scalable. Hamming distance is a metric used for phylo-

genetic analysis where the distance between sequences from

two taxa (or cells in this case) is calculated as the number of

different sites between the two sequences. While in the tradi-

tional Hamming distance, every mutation is assigned the same

weight, in lineage recording technologies the editing rates of

each array character are generally not uniform (Figure 3A; Box

1), and so, mutations that occur with higher frequency are likely

to arise independently in non-related cells, confounding the
Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021 817
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Figure 3. Different approaches for solving lineage trees and using the training data

(A) In the in vitro challenge, the transition rates from the unedited state (1) to either of the two edited states (0, 2) can be learned directly from the training data, the

probabilities for all possible transitions at each of the ten array positions are shown as extracted from the training set.

(B) The schematic shows that when computing the sequence distances, instead of assigning equal weight to different character replacement as in Hamming

distance, the weighted Hamming distance (WHD) assigns different weights to different character replacements.

(C) Description of Liu lab’s method in all 3 challenges. First, for the in vitro challenge, the transition probability is calculated by counting the frequency of every

state transition from parent node to child node. For the in silico challenges the transition probability for all character arrays is extracted. Next, the pairwise cell

distance is defined as the likelihood of two cells’ states arising from two independent events. Finally, the cell lineage is reconstructed from the distance matrix

using the UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) method. (D) This schematic shows the Guan Lab’s method used to reconstruct the

C. elegans tree. First, all gap mutations are remarked based on mutation types at both ends, since gaps, even at the same sites, could be the results of different

mutation incidents from simultaneous mutations at both ends. Then the mutation weights are generated for each mutation state at each of the 200 sites in the

array and are given by 1 � log10(p), where p is the observed probability of the mutation on that site. The weights define how important characters should be

considered when comparing the mutation states between cells. Then bifurcate clustering of nearest cells was carried out based on matrix calibration. In the

training set, the characters of all cells at all sites will be presented as n 200 by 100 matrices, where n = 30 is the number of array characters (0, A, B,... ). The inner

product of the matrices, which is n 100 by 100 matrices, reveals the relationship between the 100 cells in each tree of the training set themselves according to the

200 states, and the sum of n product matrices gives the overall pairwise similarity relationship of the 100 cells, where we can extract the most similar cell pair by

the maximum value in that matrix (denoted as dark red, and the indices of the cells are denoted as I and j). Then a parent cell, generated based on the shared

mutations of the two cells, replaces the two cells and is sent back to next iterations of bifurcate clustering, until only one pair of cells is left and their parent cell will

become the tree root.

(E) Top: for the in vitro challenge Cassiopeia-ILP (Yosef Lab) takes as input a ‘‘character matrix,’’ summarizing the mutations seen at heritable target sites across

cells and infers a Steiner tree, finding the tree of minimum weight connecting all observed cell states across all possible evolutionary histories using integer linear

programming (ILP). Importantly, the edges connecting cell states can be weighted by the number of mutations along that edge or the log likelihood of these

mutations. Bottom: for both in silico challenges Cassiopeia-Greedy infers a phylogeny from the observed character states across all cells, which can be

summarized in a cell’s x cut-site ‘‘character matrix.’’ To do so, the algorithm recursively applies a heuristic to split cells into two groups based on the frequency of a

given state at a character, n(I, S), and the likelihood of that state arising, p(s). This procedure is applied until a full phylogeny is resolved.

(F) Using the 76 trees in the training set of the in vitro challenge to compare the relationships between cells that share a particular state, Liu lab quantified how rarer

states are more predictive of the true relationship between pairs of cells. As observed in the plot, these relative rates can vary by both identity and for each of the

ten positions in the target array.

(G) Cassiopeia-ILP (Yosef Lab) is able to incorporate learned state priors by weighting evolutionary transitions by their log-likelihoods and find a weighted

parsimony solution. Performance on the training data can inform whether weighted or unweighted parsimony is better suited.
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analysis. Conversely, some edit patterns are unlikely to happen

independently and could be informative of a true inheritance

event. Therefore, the uneven frequency of array edits suggests

that each array element could potentially bring different informa-
818 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021
tion about the underlying lineage relations. To calculate the

weighted Hamming distances between cells, several teams

transformed the initial edited array sites of all cells in the lineage

to their observed mutation frequencies and calculated the
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absolute difference between the arrays of two cells (Figure 3B).

Tables S2 and S3 include a concise summary of all methods.

For the in vitro challenge we included the type of parameters

or features that different teams estimated from the data, how

the tree built from their estimations was and how they used the

training dataset to estimate or learn the different features and pa-

rameters (Table S3). For the in silico challenges, given the larger

scale of the trees, we also show the CPU running time as well as

the code accessibility (Table S3).

Liu: Inference of internal states
In all three challenges team Liu’s method reconstructed internal

nodes to represent the ancestral nodes that likely gave rise to the

leave cells. For the in vitro challenge, the state of every internal

node is inferred using the states of its children by applying the

following rule for each site: the parent node gets the state of

the children nodes if both children states are the same, alterna-

tively it gets the unedited state if its two children states are

different. Next, for each array element, the transition rate from

state ‘‘1’’ to state ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘2’’ is calculated as the probability of

parent node having state 1 and child node having the mutated

state (Figure 3C, top). Finally, the pairwise distance between

two cells is considered to be the probability of two cell states

arising from independent events, that is, the product of the tran-

sition rate of shared states between the two cells. In a similar way

for the in silico challenges, team Liu estimated the character

array of the internal nodes based on the fact that a target can

only mutate once (Figure 3C, middle). Deletions or dropouts

were replaced by the initial character ‘‘0.’’ After inferring all the

internal nodes, Liu’s method derived the empirical transition

probability from the ground state to the 30 possible mutated

states, ‘‘A–Z’’ and ‘‘a–c,’’ or deletion ‘‘-.’’ This empirical distribu-

tion was then used to calculate the probability of two cells arising

from two independent events, assuming that each target was in-

dependent of the other. The log likelihood of the transition prob-

ability for shared states was considered as the cell-to-cell dis-

tance. Finally, the distance matrix was clustered using

unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean algorithm

(UPGMA) (Figure 3C, bottom). For the M. musculus challenge

Liu’s method added an extra step for clustering taking into

consideration the 11 different types of cells.

Guan: Weighted Hamming distance
For the in vitro challenge, Guan Lab’s method first designed a

rule-based hierarchical clustering method using weighted Ham-

ming distances (WHD) between cells (Figure S6A for frequency

and weight values). Guan Lab transformed the initial edited array

sites of all cells in the lineage to their observed mutation fre-

quencies while retaining the mutation directions by mathemat-

ical signs (± see Figure S6A) and calculated the weighted dis-

tance as the absolute difference between the arrays of two

cells. Finally, the lineage was reconstructed using a rule-based

hierarchical clustering method (Figure S6B). For the C. elegans

challenge they first replaced all gap mutations with the mutation

types at both ends, since gaps even at the same sites could be

the result of simultaneous mutation incidents (Figure 3D). The

mutation weights were defined for each of the 200 characters

in the C. elegans array as 1 � log10(P), where P is the observed

probability of the mutation at that site. An iterative bifurcate clus-
tering process was performed to combine the nearest cells

based on matrix calibration, until there was only one pair of cells

left and their parent cell was defined as the root of the tree (see

Figure 3D).

Cassiopeia: Combinatorial optimization
Yosef Lab was the only team that did not opt for hierarchical

clustering but instead, they used combinatorial optimization.

For the in vitro challenge, the team adapted the previously pub-

lished Cassiopeia-ILP (Jones et al., 2020) approach that takes

as input a ‘‘character matrix,’’ summarizing the mutations seen

at heritable target sites across cells, and infers a Steiner Tree

which corresponds to the maximum parsimony tree connect-

ing all observed cell states across all possible ancestral states’

histories (Figure 3E, top). The Steiner Tree is found using an

integer linear programming (ILP) optimization procedure that

maximizes the parsimony over all possible trajectories that

could have generated the observed barcode states and

consistently finds a near-optimal solution. Importantly, the

edges connecting cell states can be weighted by the number

of mutations along that edge or the log likelihood of these mu-

tations. A derived method Cassiopeia-Greedy was imple-

mented for the C. elegans and M. musculus challenges adapt-

ing a different maximum parsimony-based strategy to infer the

phylogeny from a set of observed character states across all

cells summarized in the ‘‘character matrix’’ (Jones et al.,

2020). To do so, the algorithm recursively applies a heuristic

to split cells into two groups based on the frequency of a given

state at a character and the likelihood of that state arising, tak-

ing into account mutations that occurred earlier in the tree (Fig-

ure 3E, bottom). This procedure was applied until a full lineage

tree was resolved.

Usage of the ground truth
For the in vitro challenge, several teams computed the calcu-

lated transition rates across the 76 trees in the training data

and found striking variability across the array element identities

and positions (Figure 3A). It is possible to assess in several

ways how much information regarding the correct lineage of a

cell is contained in the transition rate of a particular mutation.

For example, given a tree in the training set it is possible to

assess whether cells having the same mutation in an array

element are in the same subtree branch (see diagram Figure 3F).

To obtain the percentage of correct branch positioning associ-

ated to this mutation, this process can be repeated for all trees.

It can then be expanded to all ten elements in the arrays, and for

the two types of mutations (1 to 0 or 1 to 2). This information was

used to quantify how for a given mutation and array position

there is a negative correlation between the state transition rate

and how well it can establish the correct relationships between

four cells in a subtree (R2 = 0.58, see plot Figure 3F). This obser-

vation is in line with teams assigning the observed mutation fre-

quencies to the Hamming distance weights of different array el-

ements but also shows that weight values can be further refined

when training data are available.

Participant teams used this type of information differently as

Cassiopeia-ILP (Yosef Lab) used the average across sites of

the transition probabilities for each type of mutation to weight

the edges of their Steiner Tree search (Figure 3E, top).
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Figure 4. DCLEAR learning k-mer replacement distances by simulation
(A) The input sequences were first used to estimate the summary statistics such as mutation rate (M), outcome probability of each character, number of targets

and number of tips. These estimated parameters, combined with the pre-defined parameters such as cell divisions, were used to simulate multiple lineage trees

from the root node. The k-mer nodal distances were estimated from these simulated lineage trees and then used to compute the distances between input

sequences.

(B) The schematic shows a simulated lineage tree with one root, two internal nodes and three tips. The nodal distance is defined as the distance between any two

nodes on the lineage tree. The expected nodal distance can be estimated from the replacement of individual characters (e.g., between A and C), the replacement

of k-mers (e.g., between 0A and 0C), or sequences (e.g., between A000A and E00C).

(C) The heatmap shows the expected nodal distance of the replacement of the most frequent individual characters.

(D) The heatmap shows the probability of replacement of the most frequent individual characters at a nodal distance of 15.

(E) The histogram shows the posterior distribution of nodal distance of two sequences when having the same characters (A) or (C) at any specific position.

(F and G) The histograms show the observed distribution (red bars) and estimated posterior distribution of nodal distance of two sequences (F) with the

replacement of C- by CC, or (G) with BBBB at the same position. The posterior distributions were estimated by using an independent model (blue bars) and a

conditional model (green bars). In both cases, the posterior distribution estimated by the conditional model is more consistent with the observed distribution.

(H) The simulated trees were used to compare the performance of lineage reconstruction by using Hamming distance and k-mer replacement distances with

different k’s. We simulated 1,000 lineage trees with cell division of 16, mutation probability of 0.1, 200 targets and 200 tips. The outcome probability was sampled

from aGamma distribution with shape of 0.1 and rate of 2. For both k-mer replacement distances andHamming distance, we used a balancedminimum evolution

(ME) algorithm with tree rearrangement (nearest neighbor interchange, subtree pruning and regrafting, and tree bisection and reconnection) to infer the tree

topology. The similarity between 1,000 inferred and simulated treeswasmeasured by the Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance, error bars represent standard deviation

across all trees.
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Additionally, for this team the training data also proved useful in

choosing amodel as theywere able to compare the performance

of different algorithms and select the one that performed the best

(Figure 3G). Team Guan Lab was able to use the ground truth for

comparing several types of distance-based tree construction

methods, including NJ and UPGMA. This analysis showed that

UPMGA performed similar to their rule-based hierarchical clus-

tering, whereas NJ was significantly outperformed (Figure S6C).

Finally, DCLEAR(WHD) used the training set to weight the muta-

tions for the C. elegans tree and AMbeRland used a gradient

boosting machine (GBM) to learn the relative importance of

several features derived from the array states data and for deter-

mining the clustering thresholds for the tree reconstruction (see

details below).
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DCLEAR estimates k-mer replacement distances by
simulation
DCLEAR (distance-based cell lineage reconstruction) imple-

mented two best performing strategies to compute the cell dis-

tances, a WHD that requires a training set for optimizing each

mutation weight for theC. elegans tree, and a k-mer replacement

distance (KRD), that does not require training data, for the

M. musculus tree. DCLEAR (KRD) first looks at mutations in the

character arrays to estimate the parameters of the generative

process associated with the tree to be reconstructed. With these

parameters, they repetitively simulated trees with a size and mu-

tation distribution similar to the M. musculus target tree (Fig-

ure 4A). The k-mer replacement distances were estimated from

the simulated lineage trees and used to compute the distances
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Figure 5. AMbeRland: A decision-tree-based approach for reconstruct cell lineages

(A) After selecting manually different model features for left the in vitro challenge (F1 to F4) and right the C. elegans challenge, AMbeRland learns the features

importance represented by histograms of the weights, for predicting phylogenetic relationships directly from the training data using a gradient boosting machine

(legend continued on next page)
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between input sequences in the character arrays of internal no-

des and tips. As a toy example, two cells in a simulated tree have

respectively the character arrays A00A and E00C, their 1-mer

nodal distance will be the distance between A and C, their 2-

mer nodal distance will be the distance between 0A and 0Cwhile

the whole sequence nodal distance will be between A00A and

E00C (see red cells in Figure 4B). Specifically, by examining

the simulated lineage trees, DCLEAR (KRD) estimated the ex-

pected 1-mer replacement distance between characters in the

array (including ground state ‘‘0’’ and deletion state ‘‘-‘‘) in the

lineage trees (Figure 4C) and the probability for a given nodal dis-

tance of replacing a character in a cell array (Figures 4D and 4E).

To extend the 1-mer replacement distance to the KRD, the pos-

terior probability distributions of KRD were estimated by using a

conditional model considering a dependance for the concur-

rence of mutations (Figures 4F and 4G). They found that by

considering the neighboring characters, the conditional model

can more accurately estimate the nodal distance than an inde-

pendent 1-mer model. The cell distance can then be readily

computed as the mean expected KRD (see STAR Methods).

Similar to WHD, the lineage trees were reconstructed using the

minimum evolution (FastME) or NJ algorithms (Gascuel and

Steel, 2006; Lefort et al., 2015). For both DCLEAR WHD and

KRD, the deletions and dropouts were treated differently. In

WHD, the weight for deletion, dropout, regular state, and ground

state are 0.9, 0.4, 3, and 1, respectively. In KRD, deletion and

dropout are treated as two different characters.

AMbeRland, a decision-tree-based method
AMbeRland’s approach relied on machine learning to build a dis-

tance matrix between cells through the calculation of the relative

importance of features derived from the states of the character ar-

rays (Figure 5). In their approach for the in vitro challenge, they first

defined four features for every pair of cells consisting of whether

two cells are both unedited at a given array site (feature F1), a

site has the same edits (feature F2), only one site is edited (feature

F3), or if both sites have different edits (feature F4) (Figure 5A, left).

Then, the prevalence of these four features was extracted for a

group of�500 pairs of sister cells (label 1) and �3,000 non-sister

cells (label 0) using the 76 ground-truth trees available in the

training set. Finally, gradient boosting (Friedman, 2001) was

applied to learn from these data the relative weights of each

feature to predict whether two cells are actually sisters (see Fig-

ure S7). For theC. elegans challenge AMbeRland applied a similar

approach using the training set of 100 trees with 100 cells. They

similarly determined weights for features selected by counting

pairwise positions in two cell’s arrays that were (1) not mutated,

(2) had a single mutation, (3) both had different mutations, (4)

both had a missing record, (5) one had a missing record and the

other not mutated, etc. (Figure 5A, right).

In both challenges, AMbeRland applied a custom hierarchical

clustering method for building the cell lineage tree from the pre-

dicted probabilities. During the tree construction, the ground
(GBM), middle. These learned weights are then used to predict the probability of

used for hierarchical reconstruction, bottom.

(B) Left: trees are reconstructed from probability matrices by performing a grid se

RF and triplets metrics. Right: example of differences when establishing threshol

See also detailed examples in Figures S7 and S8.
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truth was used to evaluate a set of decreasing thresholds corre-

sponding to how any two individual clusters of cells were related

at different levels of the lineage tree (see Figure 5B, left). The

clustering starts at the lowest tree level, where all cell pairs are

ordered according to the predicted probability that they are sis-

ter cells, from here, cells with a probability higher than the first

threshold are assigned as pairs, while the rest are kept as a

branch with a single cell. At each consecutive level, pairwise

comparisons are performed between each lower level cluster

by calculating the maximum probability between any two ele-

ments of the two clusters. Pairs of clusters were ordered again

according to this probability and were assumed to have the

same parent node if their value was above the estimated

threshold for this level. This process was repeated until one or

two clusters were left. The values for the thresholds at each level

were determined by performing a grid search minimizing the RF

and triplet distance metrics (see results for tree 29 Figure 5B,

right). This procedure clearly helped obtaining better scores,

particularly regarding the triplet metric (see Figure S8 for all trees

in the in vitro challenge and Figure S9 for C. elegans).

Consensus trees
One advantage of having a set of different and diverse ap-

proaches trying to solve a common problem is that it is possible

to aggregate the solutions and gather collective insight. Hence,

we decided to test how a consensus tree of all teams would

perform compared with individual methods (Figures 6A and

6D). For the in vitro challenge, we constructed the consensus

tree using the submissions from all teams (excluding Bengal Ti-

ger because of their unusual number of low-accuracy outliers,

Figure 2A) by applying the majority rule algorithm (Felsenstein,

1985). Interestingly, we see that the consensus tree performs

better than any individual team when considering the RF dis-

tance, but this is not the case according to the triplet distance

(Figure 6B). To further understand this, we evaluated the agree-

ment (or support) of each clade in a given tree across teams us-

ing the Felsenstein’s bootstrap proportion (FBP), which has been

traditionally used to assess the support of phylogenetic trees

(Felsenstein, 1985). For FBP agreement, a branch must match

a reference branch exactly to be accounted for in the score, so

we define FBP as a strict agreement (Figure 6A). Alternatively,

the transfer bootstrap expectation (TBE) provides higher resolu-

tion estimates of branch support and can be used to assess

phylogenetic similarity even when there is no strict majority

consensus (Lemoine et al., 2018). The distribution of FBP and

TBE support scores at different normalized depths across all

30 trees in the test dataset shows that the inference of earlier

clades varies significantly across methods, whereas late splits

are resolved correctly by the majority (Figures 6A and S10).

The divergence for earlier clades might explain the lower perfor-

mance of the consensus tree under the triplet metric, given that

for these small trees more triplets are prone to include early divi-

sions with wrong clade relationships (see Figures S3A and S3B).
sister-cell relationships on the hold out test data creating a probability matrix

arch to obtain the clustering thresholds at each tree level while maximizing the

ds for tree 29, the largest correctly reconstructed tree in the in vitro challenge.
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Figure 6. Consensus methods and agreement in tree reconstruction

(A) Depth-dependent agreement between reconstructed trees calculated by Felsenstein bootstrap Proportion and transfer bootstrap expectation. Both metrics

assess the degree of agreement that different trees have on specific splits (or cell divisions). High agreement indicates that most teams resolved splits correctly at

that depth. The distribution is computed across all 30 trees in the in vitro test sets. Error bars represent standard deviation across all trees partitioned by size.

(B) We computed the consensus trees by majority rule using the consensus function from the R package ape v5.3. The consensus performance in the in vitro

challenge is higher than any individual team by RF distance but not by triplets (red dotted line indicates the best performed by each metric). (C) Scores sum-

marizing all participating methods for the in silico challenges, including the PHYLIP (Phylogeny Inference Package) consensus and for reference FastTree2.

(D) Annotated subtree of C. elegans challenge, edges are marked with tables listing the agreement of each of the 5 individual submissions and the consensus in

transfer bootstrap distance where 1 is high agreement. Colors refer to the table in (C).
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For the in silico challenges, we also added for comparison the

performance of the algorithm FastTree2, a fast and reliable

approximately maximum-likelihood method (Price et al., 2010)

that performed better than NJ or TripleMaxCut (Sevillya et al.,

2016). Interestingly, we observed that in the C. elegans chal-

lenge, DCLEAR outperforms Fastree2 by both metrics, which

is not the case for the M. musculus challenge as FastTree2 out-

performs all methods, with DCLEAR as a close second (Fig-

ure 6C). We also see that for the C. elegans challenge, the

consensus tree performs better than any individual team when

considering the RF distance, but under the triplet distance the

consensus is nevertheless equivalent to a random submission

(Figure 6C). In the M. musculus challenge there were probably

not enough submissions to see a ‘‘wisdom of the crowds’’ effect

as the consensus tree does not outperform DCLEAR. To under-

stand the difference between the RF and triplet distances, we

evaluated the agreement of each clade in the C. elegans tree

across teams. Overall, as in the in vitro challenge we observed

a depth-dependent effect in the support between teams, as

measured by TBE (Figure 6D) and the divergence for earlier

clades might explain the lower triplet metric performance in the

consensus tree solution but in this case probably due to the

C. elegans tree topology having many internal nodes.

DISCUSSION

The main goal of this DREAM challenge was to mobilize a larger

community to generate newmethods for cell lineage reconstruc-
tion. This goal was catalyzed through the generation of new in sil-

ico datasets and by the recent availability of in vitro datasets with

an associated ground truth. This study represents the first

attempt to rigorously examine the performance of various algo-

rithms across diverse molecular tools and lineage trees. For

the in vitro challenge a total of nine approaches were submitted

for which the maximum performance plateaued (see Figure 2A;

Table S2). While some trees were reconstructed perfectly, the

scores were far from the theoretical maximum. We thought this

could be mainly due to the high degeneracy in cell arrays where

two or more cells show identical edit patterns, but further anal-

ysis showed that bar-code degeneration did not affect the per-

formance of the teams (Figure S3E). This problem could be in

principle overcome by increasing the memory of the intMEMOIR

system, as discussed by the authors (Chow et al., 2021). On the

other hand, the degeneracy problem was non-existent for the

C. elegans tree as all cells ended up with a different mutational

character array and was minimal for M. musculus with only

�2.7% of sister cells sharing exactly the same character arrays.

Indeed, the choice of the mutation rate and the diversity of mu-

tations in the simulations has a strong effect on the accuracy

of cell lineage reconstruction as low diversity of possible muta-

tional outcomes generally gives poorer results. While too low

mutation rates lead tomore unedited and therefore non-informa-

tive targets, too high mutation rates lead to most targets being

mutated during the early cell divisions, leaving few targets avail-

able for recording later events (Salvador-Martı́nez et al., 2019).

Hence, we tuned our in silico mutation rates and array sizes in
Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021 823
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order to avoid cells having identical character arrays. As the per-

formance of DCLEAR in the in silico challenges was as good or

even better than the results of the in vitro challenge (see Figure 2),

the limits of its performance must derive from the tree size or to-

pology.We concluded that tree topologywas themost important

parameter given that DCLEAR M. musculus lineage reconstruc-

tion was more accurate than for the ten times smaller C. elegans

tree. Given these great performances, we also consider the in sil-

ico challenges as a success despite not having as many submis-

sions, as the diversity and performance of the approaches was

impressive (see Figure 2; Table S3).

The implementation of several metrics to evaluate the partici-

pants was also an original feature of the challenge as typically,

lineage trees are evaluated with a single metric, and no compar-

ison between metrics is systematically performed (Salvador-

Martı́nez et al., 2019). This aspect was essential not only to thor-

oughly evaluate participants (Figures 2, S2, and S3) but also to

better understand their solutions. One of the striking observa-

tions was the disconnection in all challenges of the performance

asmeasured by the twometrics. Indeed, for the in vitro challenge

AMbeRland optimized post competition their algorithm for the

triplet distance and had the overall best performance without

compromising their RF performance (Figure 3A). Also, for larger

trees, team AMbeRland had overall a similar performance than

Cassiopeia relative to the triplet distance (average triplets =

0.55) but scores better in the RF metric (RF = 0.57 and 0.65

respectively, see Figure 2E). We see the opposite for team phil-

rennert although now the difference for larger trees appears for

the triplet distance (triplets = 0.57 and 0.72, respectively, see

Figure 2E) as the RF distance is similar. Such dissociation be-

tween metrics was also observed for the majority-vote

consensus solution, which had the best score for RF but far

from that for triplet distance (Figure 6B). The analysis of the over-

all agreement between individual solutions at different depths of

the trees shows that indeed for earlier cell divisions agreement is

low (Figure 6A). This observation provides a possible explanation

for the divergence between triplet and RF distances, as in

smaller trees such as the ones in the in vitro challenge, more trip-

lets are prone to include early divisions with wrong clade rela-

tionships, bringing down the triplet performance. AMbeRland

was probably able to correct this by performing a grid search

and changing the thresholds for hierarchical clustering at higher

levels of the tree. As AMbeRland was also the method that most

consistently predicted smaller and larger trees (Figures 2D, S4,

and S5), this also explains why we observed that overall the

triplet distance is higher than RF in larger trees as opposed to

smaller trees (Figures 2F and S3C).

For the largest trees, in the in silico challenges the interpreta-

tion of the metrics is different as the number of possible triplets

grows cubically with the size of the tree, while the number of par-

titions considered by the RF distance grows linearly. Hence, for

larger trees, the triplet distance will be dominated by the higher

number of triplets closer to the tree leaves whereas the RF dis-

tance will be mostly measuring major branching events in the

early cell division stages. As DCLEAR was consistently better

in both metrics but scored less favorably in RF distance

compared with the triplet distance, this suggests that DCLEAR

is precisely having trouble detecting those major branching

events. Indeed, both WHD and KRD in DCLEAR methods rely
824 Cell Systems 12, 810–826, August 18, 2021
on rare mutations to estimate the cell distances. During early

cell division stages, however, the rare mutations are significantly

less likely to be present in the sequences and result in difficulties

for separating early branching events. Modeling the dependence

between multiple non-adjacent mutations in the sequences, on

top of the neighboring k-mers, may be necessary to more accu-

rately evaluate the early branching events. It is also striking to see

how the maximum parsimony approach of Cassiopeia scored

much better for the triplet distance for larger trees in all chal-

lenges. Finally, the machine-learning approach derived from

the one applied in the C. elegans challenge by AMbeRland was

able to perform acceptably in the RF metric with much larger

trees (see Figure 2B), but although the threshold optimization

worked for the training set of 100 cell trees (see Figure S9), it

did not do well with the triplet distance of the C. elegans tree

probably due to the need to include many more thresholds given

its ten times larger size.

The final observation regarding the metrics discrepancy is

related to the performances in the training and test sets of the

C. elegans challenge, as all teams are similar regarding the RF

distance but with the exception of DCLEAR and Cassiopeia,

the triplets performance is worse for the test set than in the

training set (see Box 1). Conversely, for the M. musculus chal-

lenge their performances in the leaderboard tree of �6,500 cells

and theM.musculus tree of�10,000 cellsmatch for bothmetrics

(Figure 6C). We conclude that when reconstructing a cell lineage

tree, the results obtained with an algorithm for a training set of

trees with a number of leaves an order of magnitude smaller

than the test set are comparable, although the triplet distance

is more unstable than the RF distance.

Regarding the generalization of the results obtained with the

intMEMOIR technology, which is difficult to compare at the mo-

lecular level to the sequence-based approaches for lineage

reconstruction as it also shows differences such as the absence

of accidental deletions or dropouts, we think that in conjunction

with the results from the in silico approaches, the generalizable

conclusions are the necessity of having well-calibrated mutation

rates to avoid too little mutations but also array degenerations,

the utility of having a training set of smaller trees to optimize line-

age reconstruction methods including distances and clustering,

and allowing for a clear interpretation of the effect of the two

different metrics with different tree sizes.

Overall, we think that the decisions taken while producing the

datasets for the in silico challenges were the correct ones. We

were able to pose a problem that we think is close enough to a

biological situation and difficult enough so that the lessons

learned and solutions generated can be implemented in other

contexts. Indeed, it has been estimated that under ideal condi-

tions of optimized mutation rates, uniform cell divisions and fully

sequenced targets, 30 targets should be sufficient to reach a

high level of accuracy for the lineage reconstruction of a tree of

about 65,000 cells (Salvador-Martı́nez et al., 2019). In this situa-

tion 100 targets would theoretically yield almost perfect accu-

racy, far from the results obtained by the solutions submitted

to both challenges.

Finally, as new DNA-editing-based molecular tools promise

the reconstruction of single-cell lineages from complex model

organisms, including the human cell lineage, an important ques-

tion is whether the access to smaller trees and the molecular
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data from their cell lineages could help find solutions to be imple-

mented for larger trees of the same origin. TheM. musculus line-

age tree being the current experimental frontier for lineage

reconstruction (Bowling et al., 2020; Kalhor et al., 2018), our re-

sults show that indeed, in order to obtain an accurate full cell line-

age for mouse or human, it could be possible to train algorithms

on smaller trees obtained from organs (Bowling et al., 2020) or

in vitro dividing cells and these can then be implemented for

building algorithms that can then be applied to the reconstruc-

tion of much larger trees. This DREAM challenge was a first

attempt to rigorously examine the performance and robustness

of various algorithms under the same conditions. It took advan-

tage of the unique opportunity to use unpublished datasets of

molecular and simulated character arrays. We hope that

showing thatmachine-learningmethods can indeed be success-

fully implemented will pave the way for other benchmarking ef-

forts based on emerging technologies for monitoring cell line-

ages and the application of new algorithmic approaches but

also that the approaches described here will pave the way for

the solution of the mouse and human cell lineages.
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Software and algorithms

Methods and algorithms to generate and solve the images https://github.com/Lineage-Reconstruction-DREAM-

Challenge/hub/wiki

N/A
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Pablo

Meyer (pmeyerr@us.ibm.com).

Materials availability
No newly generated materials are associated with this paper.

Data and code availability
d Scripts were not used to generate the figures reported in this paper.

d Any additional information required to reproduce this work is available from the lead contact.

d As indicated, source data for the challenges has been deposited at synapse.org and are publicly available under the accession

numbers: synapse20821809.

d As indicated, original code with detailed indications is publicly available at different GitHub repositories.
METHOD DETAILS

Simulation of the cell lineage trees
For both the C. elegans and M. musculus cell lineages, the mutated/unmutated states of each site were coded in a character state

matrix, with each of the possible 30mutations represented by letters "A-Z" and "a-d", following a randomgamma distribution (Box 1).

If the target wasmissing due to an inter-target deletion event or a dropout forM.musculus (Box 1), the character becomes "-". Once a

target ismutated, it can no longer change, either to revert to the unmutated state or to transit to a new state. All mutation schemes can

be implemented on any pre-existing tree topology using the software as described here: https://github.com/irepansalvador/

Challenge_2

For C. elegans, the L3 larval stage cell lineage of the hermaphrodite used for this simulation comes as a json format from here:

http://wormweb.org/celllineage. Mutation events were implemented as following a Poisson distribution, with a probability of

mt�3x10-4 mutations per minute. Under the Poisson model, given a mutation rate mt per unit time, the probability that a site remains

unmutated after t minutes is: e-(mt
.t). The general implementation of these simulations is similar to the ones described in (Salvador-

Martı́nez et al., 2019). The simulation starts with one cell at minute 0 (fertilization) and ends with 1092 cells at minute 3,065 (L3 stage

at 20�C), as cell death was not considered.

ForM. musculus, the lineage tree and the training sets were constructed using an eSTG program consisting of a set of stochastic

tree grammar transition rules that are context-free was used to generate the lineage tree (Spiro and Shapiro, 2016). Cells transition

rule probabilities and rates, however, can depend on global parameters such as population size, generation count and elapsed time

(Figures 1D and 1E). In addition, each individual cell may have an internal state, which can change during transitions. These rules can

be adapted to simulate any cell lineage tree. In the simulation for M. musculus, we roughly followed embryogenesis, specialization

and proliferation trends in adulthood based on REF, the tree is "sampled" in adulthood at 11 cell types: Cardiac (CD), digestive (DG),

lung (LN), neuron (NR), pancreatic (PC), pigment (PG), skeletal (SL), skin (SN), smooth muscle (SM), thyroid (TY), kidney tubule (KT)

and in some instances Placenta (PL) (see bottom Figures 1D and S1).

Maintaining the scope and life-like probabilities and rates in the simulation’s grammar rules means the simulation quickly scales

beyond realistic computing constraints. In order to keep the grammar rules separated from computing constraints we introduced a

systemof on-the-fly token-based sampling. Each cell internal state was extendedwith a ‘‘token’’ variable that is initiated at the zygote

to the number of desired cells in the simulation and inherited by all of its descending cells. In every cell division, the tokens were

randomly distributed between the two offspring and when a cell inherited 0 tokens it was excluded from the simulation (Figure S1).
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For M. musculus, the mutations probability was obtained from a similar distribution as for C. elegans, but given the one year time

scale, the chance of mutation event was uniformly factored down by 1000 for every character in order for every cell to have a chance

of getting at least a scarring event during the one year development. The mutational events were only simulated when calculating cell

division events, taking into account the elapsed time from the previous cell division as another uniform factored T for every character.

In both simulated cell lineages the mutation rate was tuned to avoid saturation of the recording array. In the C. elegans tree all cells

ended up with a different mutational character array whilst in the mouse only�2.7% of sister cells shared the same character arrays.

Inter-target deletions
In C. elegans, if two mutations occur in close targets, (no more than 20 targets apart in the recording array), within a short interval of

time (�3 min) during a given cell division, all the targets between them are removed (Box 1).

ForM. musculus, if two mutations occurred in the same cell, the gamma distribution was then sampled again but this time for the

number of sites that might get deleted. Here the distribution was uniformly factored up times 10K to counter the already rare occasion

of simultaneous mutations. If the resulting value was greater than 3, a multi-site deletion event was executed on a random stretch of

sites. The size of the deletion is exponentially less likely as the number of deleted characters gets larger and as arrays saturate in

mutations the chances of multi-site deletion decreases.

Sequencing dropouts
Acquisition dropout distributions (Box 1) were implemented only for theM.musculus challenge only. In order to capture the variability

of the signal quality in both the individual samples and the different sites wemodeled the ‘sequencing dropout’ of single cell samples

by assigning distinct coverage factors for each sample and for each locus. The density of cell coverage factors P = (pi: i = 1 toM) is the

probability of obtaining a signal in each sample or and the density of site coverage factors Q = (qj: j = 1 to N) as the probability of

obtaining a signal in each locus. The probability of obtaining a signal in sample i and locus j thus equals pi.qj.r. Those are multiplied

to get the individual coverage factor of a specific site in a specific cell, finally deriving the acquisition dropout status as a factor of a

global coverage parameter r.

CHALLENGE BEST PERFORMING METHODS IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

DCLEAR (Distance based Cell LinEAge Reconstruction)
Weighted Hamming distance (WHD)

DCLEAR (WHD) used the information content to weigh each possible mutated state in the character array ‘A-Z’ and ‘a-c’, and the

state weight was optimized by Bayesian hyperparameter optimization using the solution trees in the training datasets. The distance

matrix between all cells was built using this weighted hamming distance, and the tree then constructed using the Minimum Evolution

(FastME) or Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithms (Gascuel and Steel, 2006; Lefort et al., 2015).

K-mer replacement distance (KRD)

DCLEAR (KRD) first used the prominence of mutations in the character arrays to estimate the summary statistics that were used for

the generation of the tree to be reconstructed such as mutation rate m, mutation probability for each character in the array, number of

targets and number of cells (Figure 4A). These estimated parameters, combined with the pre-defined parameters such as number of

cell divisions, were used to simulate multiple lineage trees starting from the unmutated root. To generate trees with a size and mu-

tation distribution similar to theM.musculus simulated tree, we generated 1,000 lineage trees with 16 cell divisions or 216 leaves, mu-

tation rate of 0.1, arrays of 200 character, 200 cells and 30 states (‘A’-’Z’ to ‘a’-’c’, with outcome probability following a Gamma dis-

tribution with shape of 0.1 and rate of 2). Then, different possibilities for the k-mer distances were estimated from the simulated

lineage trees and used to compute the distances between input sequences in the character arrays of internal nodes and tips

(Figure 4B).

Nodal distance

Nodal distance is defined as the number of steps that separate any two cells in a tree where internal nodes are being considered. For

example, in Figure 4B the two red cells have a nodal distance of three. By examining the simulated lineage trees, DCLEAR (KRD)

estimated the expected 1-mer distance between characters in the array (including ground state ‘‘0’’ and deletion state ‘‘-‘‘) in the line-

age trees (Figure 4C) and the probability for a given nodal distance of replacing a character in a cell array (Figure 4D). As expected, we

observe that smaller nodal distanceswere associated with rare and unchanged states, so that for example if in a position the arrays of

two cells have a ‘‘C’’ then their nodal distance is closer than if they both had an ‘‘A’’ (Figures 4C and 4E). Also, the nodal distance

between the ground state or deletion state to any other character is constant (Figure 4C). From the 1-mer distances and the character

replacement probabilities we obtain the nodal distance probability distribution for each character (Figure 4E).

Extending 1-mer to k-mer replacement distance

The approach can be extended to 2,3 or 4-mers and the posterior probability distributions of nodal distance were estimated by using

an independent model, that considered the two characters to be independent, and a conditional model considering a dependance for

the concurrence of mutations (Figures 4F and 4G). Specifically, let us define two k-mers x= x1,..., xK , and y= y1,..., yK , where xi and yi
are the single states at position i in k-mer x and y, respectively. The independent model estimates the k-mer replacement distance by

1-mer replacement distance, that is,
e2 Cell Systems 12, 810–826.e1–e4, August 18, 2021
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pðdjx; yÞ �
YK

i = 1

pðxi; yijdÞpðdÞ

In comparison, the conditional model estimate the k-mer replacement distance by considering the neighboring states:

pðdjx; yÞ �
YK

i = 1

pðxk ; yk jx1:ðk�1Þ; y1:ðk�1Þ;dÞ/pðx2; y2jx1; y1;dÞpðx1; y1jdÞpðdÞ

In both cases, the expected distances between k-mers estimated by the conditional model were more consistent with the

observed distribution. This is depicted for the 2-mers ‘‘C-’’ and ‘‘CC’’ (Figure 4F), and the 4-mers ‘‘BBBB’’ and ‘‘BBBB’’ (Figure 4G).

In the simulation study, we found that k-mer replacement distance (KRD) estimated from longer k-mers has better performance

(smaller RF distance) than those estimated from shorter k-mers or the regular Hamming distance (Figure 4H).

Cell distances

The DCLEAR package used KRD estimated by the conditional model to compute the distance between any two sequences of char-

acter arrays. Specifically, let us define two sequences u = x1,..., xN, and, and v = y1,..., yN, where xj and yj are the k-mer at position j

in sequence u and u, respectively, andN is the number of k-mers (e.g. 200 – k + 1 for theC. elegans challenge). Assuming that each k-

mer is independent, the sequence distance was estimated as:

E½dju; v� =
PN

j = 1E
�
dj

��xj; yj

�

N

The simulated data was used to estimate, distribution of nodal distance pðdÞ, conditional probability of single state replacement

pðx;yjdÞ, and conditional transition probability of single state replacement pðxi + 1;yi + 1jxi;yi;dÞ.
All code is available here: https://github.com/ikwak2/DCLEAR

AMbeRland: Using Machine Learning (ML) for cell lineage reconstruction
We have treated lineage reconstruction as a supervised learning task (see Figure 5). This involved the following steps:

Data preparation

We have used a custom script to extract information on which cells are sister cells from Newick file containing the ground truth cell

lineage trees. This produced two lists of cell pairs for each colony: sister cells and non-sister cells. For both lists we picked the cor-

responding readout of each cell from the text file containing the cell IDs and the values of the character arrays.

Feature engineering

As predictors, we have chosen the following features based on pairwise comparison of recorded arrays: number of recorded units

which have not mutated; number of recorded units which have the same mutation; number of recorded units which have single mu-

tation; number of recorded units which have different mutations. The status was set to 1 if two cells were sister cells and to 0 if

observed two cells were not sister cells. We included only those pairs with status 0, that have not already been included with status

1. We assumed only binary trees.

Threshold for clustering

The ground truth cell lineage trees were used to evaluate a set of decreasing thresholds corresponding to how any two individual

clusters of cells were related at different levels of the lineage tree.

Model training

We used Generalized Boosted Regression (GBR) model to predict the probabilities that two cells are sisters. All calculations were

performed in R using package gbm (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gbm/index.html). The following options were used

to train Generalized Boosted Regression model: distribution = "bernoulli"; n.trees = 100; interaction.depth = 1; n.minobsinnode =

3; and cv.folds = 5.

Clustering

The clustering starts at the lowest tree level, where all possible pairs of cells are ranked according to the predicted probability that

they are sisters. At each consecutive level, pairwise comparison is performed between each lower level cluster by calculating the

maximum probability between any elements of two clusters. Pairs of clusters are ordered again according to this probability and

are assumed to have the same parent-node if its value is above the estimated threshold for this level. This process was repeated

until one or two clusters were left.

All code is available here: https://github.com/rretkute/ml_cell_lineage_reconstruction

Along with aforementioned supervised and unsupervised learning methods, one group also applied Reinforcement learning (RL) to

reconstruct the lineage tree by build an agent recursively partition the population cells, where the agent’s state is the set of cells in a

particular leaf, the available actions are possible splits of those cells into daughter groups, and a neural network was trained to predict

the reward (how accurately the cells are partitioned) (https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn21560108/wiki/601091). While this

group did not submit the final results, it will be extremely interesting to see how recently developed deep learning techniques can

be used for reconstructing lineage trees.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data and software availability
We compiled all the challenge related methods in a wiki: https://github.com/Lineage-Reconstruction-DREAM-Challenge/hub/wiki

Data availability
All challenge datasets and participants submissions are available at: https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn20821809

Scoring
All scoring scripts are dockerized and available at: https://github.com/Lineage-Reconstruction-DREAM-Challenge/hub/wiki/Scoring

Code for producing the in silico datasets
All code for tree and character array mutations simulations is available at:

For the C. elegans challenge https://github.com/irepansalvador/Challenge_2

For the M. musculus challenge and a guideline for how to adapt the code to other projects: https://github.com/ofirr/clineage-

simulation/tree/DREAM

Besides access for all the code for the methods developed in the in vitro challenge being available in Table S2 and the in silico

challenge in Table S3, all code for the in silico challenges best performers of evaluation and reproduction of their methods as applied

to the training set in Box 1F is available at: https://github.com/Lineage-Reconstruction-DREAM-Challenge

Code for examples of common tree reconstructions approaches (NJ, TMC, FastTree2) using the challenge dataset can be found

here: https://github.com/ofirr/dream_examples
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